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Communication control service TransBox

Companies' information protection has been getting more demanding due to the diversification in the communication
channels for work such as chatting, emails, messages (SMS), cloud, etc.
TransBox perfectly controls (even remotely) all the communication channels and the attachment and shared files,
which is accompanied by the channels to prevent the business information leakage.
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Remote deletion
Secure storage function on devices, cloud,
removable storage device and etc.

Authentication

Decryption available by authenticated users (receivers)

※Providing data log : providing all the logs in a plain text form (encryption, decryption, save, send and etc.)

TransBox provides safe and convenient function
Application of TransBox's
own visible encryption
method

You can't see it unless you're an authorized user.
Available to decrypt it limited only to authorized users
You can't turn decrypt if you're not authorized.
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Authorized user

Unauthorized user

You can verify later.
Even though you are not a pre-authorized receiver, you can still individually request for the
decryption key later (after you get given a code).
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Key request
Unauthorized user

Data owner

You can encrypt various data.
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Simple way encryption
You can encrypt/decrypt with just a simple action in any environment of PC/mobile.
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Tracking and remote
deletion

Drag & Drop (PC)

Quick menu (Mobile)

You can change the form of the chat window with
Drag & Drop and even change the encryption easily
through the quick menu.

You can change encryption with just one
tap without any launchers.

You can monitor data after the encryption.
(Data log provided)
Data tracking log
2018.08.08.17.35
Jason success to decrypt
Tommy failed decrypt
Kelly request a key

You can destroy the encrypted data remotely
regardless location of the data.
Do you want to destroy
this content remotely?
YES
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It provides not only stability, but also convenient usability
It is easily compatible with
PCs and mobiles

All the functions such as encryption/decryption, tracking data, destroying data remotely etc. can
work exactly the same on both mobiles and PCs based on the compatibility with mobiles/PCs.

Encryption
Decryption
Remote management
(destruction, tracking)

Cross-platform service

With just one installment, you can apply it to various services such as chatting, emails, groupware,
cloud, messages, SNS etc without an API sync.

AP I

*Optimization for improving usability (UI/UX) is also available upon users (company) request.

It doesn't affect
the system too much

It doesn't affect the system performance too much while operating TransBox as it doesn't use
much resources of the device such as CPU, space, etc.
Therefore, you can use this service on mobiles and PCs without worrying.

CPU occupancy

Memory occupancy

Help reduce security vulnerability
It can lessen worry about leaking, even in the situation where you need to share information through non-official means
(charring, messaging, etc.) other than a company email.

It covers the multi device
environment

It can lessen worry about leaking, even in the situation where you need to share information through
non-official means (chatting, messaging, etc.) other than a company email.
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※TransBox allows you to communicate safely through any channels with the encryption and all the conversations
and files can be perfectly controlled remotely with the administrator mode.

It covers the security of
non-document
formed data

Important information of every company is not only in documents. You can safely manage information,
which is shared through emails, in the conversations or on the intranet, files and data in various forms
such as videos, photos, music, etc.
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It covers the removable
storage device and cloud
environment
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Even though the encrypted data is shared to someone else through any removal storage device,
cloud or as an attachment, if he/she is not authenticated it can't be decrypted so it can be
controlled no matter where it is stored.
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Secure information protection, TransBox suggests a solution
You can communicate
without worrying

Chatting

Protect C-level communication
From time to time, some sensitive information is shared with each other
to make an important decision within an organization.
There is still risk, such as sharing with a third party by downloading and
copying, even if it's through a safe messaging service.
TransBox perfectly controls all the sensitive contents and prevents the
leakage.
Protect the community within a company
You get to share various confidential techniques such as blueprints, draft
designs, report materials etc within a company or with your partners.
You can share and store not only normal conversations, but also encrypted
files,and protect it safely from the leakage.

Community

IP camera security
(Video streaming
encryption)

The Wireless IP Camera (P2) WIFICAM is a camera overall badly designed with a lot of vulnerabilities.
TransBox offers the encryption encoding service module with the real-time videos using the encryption
of videos/images.
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Prevent BEC scam

96 percent of organizations have received business email compromise (BEC) emails during the second half
of 2017core, business email compromise is a social engineering attack that leverages familiarity, authority
and trust, which can result in billions of dollars of losses to businesses.
TransBox offers user’s authentication information. Prevent BEC scam, phishing (prevent damage from
wire transfer of exportation and importation companies) by using TransBox.

인증된 사용자

GDPR(General Data
Protection Regulation)

Offer the service module to construct the client information system for global internet service providers,
mobile carriers, etc in preparation for the implementation of GDPR from May 2018.
TransBox provides customer information protection toolkit for various internet & mobile service Provider.

Customer
information

ISP

Request for information
Customer approval

customer

Product (Service)
TransBox PRO
Economical cloud type data management solution
Recommended users

PRO

Small & medium business
Specialized service providers
who communicate with various
Law firms, license corporations, accounting firms,
marketing/PR agencies etc.

TransBox SERVER
Data management solution that supports independent
establishment and optimization
Recommended users
Technology enterprises that deal with sensitive information
Information (documents) centralization building companies

SERVER

TransBox AGENT
Data management solution that is available to be
interlocked with internal infra environment
(email servers, file servers and etc)
Recommended users

AGENT

Major companies, financial companies, public institutions etc,
which need management and supervision for internal infra
such as emails, file servers etc.
Hospitals/Clinics, insurance companies etc,
which need information protection for the clients

TransBox ENGINE
Engine service for service providers such as ISP
(Internet service providers),
Telco etc. (encryption/decryption and remote
management module provided)
Recommended users

ENGINE

Mobile carriers that provide services for customers such as SMS, MMS etc.
Companies that provide cloud security service
Companies that provide services such as emails, chatting etc
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